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Q of the matter-energy density isin the form of dark omponent alled �the quintessene� with the equa-tion of state pQ = w�Q with w � �1: Determining the osmi equationof state is, therefore, one of the greatest hallenges of modern osmol-ogy. Future generation of interferometri gravitational wave detetors ishoped to detet the �nal stages of binary inspirals. The soures probed bysuh experiments are of extragalati origin and the observed hirp massan be translated into the redshift of the soure. Moreover, the luminos-ity distane is a diret observable in suh experiments. This reates thepossibility to establish a new kind of osmologial tests, supplementary tomore standard ones. In this paper we review the standard methods of prob-ing the dark energy, introdue the basi onepts underlying the utility ofadvaned LIGO type interferometri experiments in making osmologialinferenes and we extend some reent results in this respet to the ase ofz varying equation of state.PACS numbers: 04.80.Nn, 04.30.Db, 97.80.�d, 98.80.Es
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3656 M. Biesiada1. IntrodutionThe story of the Quintessene has its forerunners in the problem of DarkMatter in the Universe (for a review see [1℄) as well as in the appeal ofthe in�ationary senario prediting 
 = 1: Current estimate � based onthe results of the Hubble Key Projet � of the fration of ritial densityontained in lumped matter (i.e. inluding the dark halos of the galaxies)is [2℄: 
 = 0:33 � 0:037: On the other hand the evidene for spatially�at Universe 
0 = 1, has reently been reinfored by osmi mirowavebakground (CMBR) experiments BOOMERANG and MAXIMA [3℄. Themost popular explanation of this disrepany was to assoiate the missingfration of 0:7
0 with the osmologial onstant attributable to the energydensity of quantum vauum. Straightforward alulations thereof resultedin an estimate exeeding the needed value by a fator of about 1055 reatingthe question of why (and how) the osmologial onstant now is so small(the problem known as the �ne tuning problem).Reent distane measurements from high-redshift type Ia supernovae[4,5℄ suggest that the Universe is presently aelerating its expansion. A pop-ular explanation of this phenomenon is to assume that onsiderable amount
Q � 70% of the matter-energy density is in the form of dark omponentalled �the quintessene� (also referred to as �dark energy�).There are many theoretial realizations of the �quintessene� from theoldest idea of dynamial salar �eld of Ratra and Peebles [6℄, its modernversions of slowly rolling down salar �elds traking the evolution of thesale fator in an appropriate way [7℄, supersymmetri models [8℄ up to theideas assoiated with large extra dimensions [9℄.Fortunately, even though we do not know the details of the underlyingtheory we are able to haraterize the quintessene phenomenologially as aosmi �uid with an equation of state pQ = w�Q, where w � �1 [10, 11℄.If one takes seriously the idea that quintessene is assoiated with anevolving salar �eld then the e�etive equation-of-state reads:w(t) = p'�' = 12 _'� V (')12 _'+ V (') : (1)Hene there is no reason not to believe that osmi equation of state ouldbe time dependent i.e. w = w(t) = w(z).Consequently, there are three main goals of observational osmology asfar as the quintessene is onerned. First � based on the data at moderateredshifts � to determine w in the equation of state (its present value).Seond, to estimate the w(z) dependene. And third to reonstrut thesalar �eld potential V (') or some other parameters of the underlying theoryin the ase when salar �eld is not an ultimate explanation of the dark energy.



Quintessene in Advaned Gravity Wave Experiments 3657In the present paper, on the bakground of known methods of testingosmologial models, a new lass of tests will be presented in the ontext ofquintessential osmologies. This new lass derives from the possibilities andperformane of the next generation of gravitational wave experiments.2. Methods to probe the dark energyAs outlined in the Introdution the presene of dark energy in the Uni-verse is inferred diretly from the aelerated expansion of the Universe,and indiretly, from measurements of osmi mirowave bakground radia-tion (CMBR) anisotropy. Dark energy ontributes about 70% of the ritialdensity, is very smoothly distributed, and has large negative pressure. Itsnature is unknown but has observable onsequenes from its e�et on evo-lution of the expansion rate of the Universe. This in turn a�ets the age ofthe Universe [12℄, growth of density perturbations [13℄, and an be probedby the lassial kinemati osmologial tests.In the framework of standard Friedman�Robertson�Walker osmologydynamis of the spaetime is aptured in temporal behaviour of the salefator a(t). Then, one of the �eld equations determines the Hubble funtionH = _aa at an epoh orresponding to redshift z:H2(z) = H20 (
m(z) +
Q(z)) ; (2)where H0 denotes the present value of the Hubble funtion (also referred toas a Hubble onstant), 
m(z) and 
Q(z) are the frations of ritial density�r = 32H208�G ontained in lumped matter and quintessene, respetively.This equation is supplemented with dynamial equations for energy densitiesof matter and the quintessene:_�m = �3H(t)�m ;_�Q = �3H(t)(1 + w)�Q ; (3)whih an easily be integrated after swithing from t to z in the role ofindependent variable (we assume w = onst. � the general ase w(z) is asimple generalization of our onsiderations). Then the equation (2) reads:H2(z) = H20 �
m (1 + z)3 +
Q (1 + z)3(1+w)� ; (4)where by 
m and 
Q we have denoted present values of relative ontri-butions of lumped matter and quintessene to the ritial density. Theformula (4) is a starting point for observational tests of the quintessentialUniverse.As it is well known [14℄, one an distinguish three types of distanes inFriedman�Robertson�Walker geometry:



3658 M. Biesiada(i) proper distane: r(z) = zZ0 dz0H(z0) ; (5)whih is the oordinate distane in FRW geometry,(ii) luminosity distane: dL(z) = (1 + z)r(z) ; (6)whih relates the luminosity L and observed �ux F of the soure bythe well known formula: L = 4�dL(z)2F ,(iii) angular diameter distane: dA(z) = r(z)1 + z ; (7)whih relates the omoving linear size D of an objet with its observedangular size � � D = dA(z)�:Sine important osmologial parameters like the Hubble onstant H0;
m and 
Q are present in the expressions de�ning H(z), r(z), dL(z) anddA(z), observational determination of the above mentioned distanes as afuntion of redshift ould in priniple allow one to extrat osmologial pa-rameters.There are three lassial test of observational osmology. First is theso alled Hubble diagram m(z) whih is of great utility if we have a sourepopulation of standard andles i.e. the objets with known intrinsi lumi-nosity. Then the observed stellar magnitude of suh soure translates intoluminosity distane: log dL(z) = 0:2(m �M) � 5 where M is the absolutestellar magnitude i.e. the magnitude the soure would have, had it beenloated at the distane of 10 p. In fat, the ase for aelerating Universeprovided by the SN Ia surveys was based on this line of reasoning.Seond lass of tests dates bak to the paper by Alok and Pazy«ski [15℄who notied that if we had spherial objets of diameter D and ompare theirangular diameters � = DdA(z) with their redshift extents �z = (1 + z)H(z)Dwe an infer the ombination H(z)r(z) in whih important osmologialinformation is enoded. In order to implement this method one should havea uniform sample of spherial objets and be able to ontrol the e�et ofpeuliar veloities a�eting �z: Original proposal was to onsider lusters ofgalaxies, modern versions of this approah made use of orrelation funtionsof the Lyman-� louds seen along the lines-of-sight of neighboring high-redshift quasars [16℄.



Quintessene in Advaned Gravity Wave Experiments 3659The last group of lassial tests is based on number ounts of ertain ob-jets (galaxies, luster of galaxies, lensed quasars et.) per redshift interval�z seen within a solid angle �
. This quantity depends on the omov-ing volume element �V�z �
 = r2(z)H(z) : The interpretation of number ounts isheavily biased by the soure evolution e�ets.More detailed disussion of osmologial tests aimed at elaborating theoptimal strategy for probing the quintessene an be found in a reent paperby Huterer and Turner [17℄. There is, however, one important remark worthquoting from their study. Namely, if one ompares the relative sensitivities oflassial tehniques of observational osmology, with respet to w oe�ientin the osmi equation of state, it turns out that these tests (more preisely� the observables extrated in the tests) have peak sensitivities at moderateredshifts 0:5 < z < 1: It is a typial feature of the quintessential Universe:at high redshifts it is matter dominated and at very low redshifts z � 0universal Hubble law dominates the piture.Sine all osmologial observables depend on a number of a priori un-known parameters, it is desirable to �x as many of them as possible by alter-native methods (e.g. to determine H0 and 
m in alternative way). Also be-ause osmologial tests are usually plagued by various seletion e�ets likesoure intrinsi properties and evolution, reliability of models used et. it isadvantageous to look after new lasses of test for probing the quintessene.In the next setion we shall present one of suh new test based on the(simulated) properties of atalogs of events expeted to be seen in gravita-tional wave experiments. In the ontext of quintessential Universe this ideahas been formulated by Biesiada in a reent paper [18℄ and independentlyby Zhu et al. [19℄.3. Advaned gravity wave experiments and the quintesseneThe existene of gravitational waves has been predited by Einstein inthe early years of General Relativity. In the seventies their existene hasbeen proven indiretly after aurate measurements of seular orbital periodhanges in Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar [20℄ whih were found to be in perfetaordane with General Relativisti preditions of energy loss rate fromthe system due to emission of gravitational waves. Besides providing themodel testing site for General Relativity (and alternative theories of gravity)binary pulsars are remarkable in one other aspet � namely they prove theexistene of a speial lass of dense ompat binaries whih will end theirlives in a atastrophi oalesene events.Laser interferometri gravitational wave detetors developed under theprojets LIGO, VIRGO and GEO600 are expeted to perform a suess-ful diret detetion of the gravitational waves. Inspiralling neutron star



3660 M. Biesiada(NS�NS) binaries are among the most promising astrophysial soures forthis lass of experiments [21℄. Inspiralling NS�NS binaries are exeptionalsoures beasue the luminosity distane to suh merging binary is a diretlyobservable quantity easy to obtain from the waveforms. This irumstanemade it possible to ontemplate a possibility of aurate measurements ofosmologial parameters suh like the Hubble onstant, or deeleration pa-rameter [22�24℄. In partiular it was pointed out by Cherno� and Finn [22℄how the atalogues of inspiral events an be utilized to make statistial infer-enes about the Universe. In the similar spirit we will disuss the possibilityto onstrain the quintessene equation of state from the statistis of inspiralgravitational wave events.The waveform from the NS�NS inspiral event reads:h(t) = Mr (�Mf)2=3 exp0�i 2� tZ f(t0)dt01A� ; (8)where M = �3=5M2=5 is the so alled hirp mass, � and M denote theredued and total mass respetively, r is the distane to the soure and �aounts for relative orientation of the detetor and the binary system (fordetails see [25℄). Frequeny of emitted waves is non-stationary � during thelast stages of the evolution of the system it experienes the drift aordingto the formula: f(t) = 1�M � 5256 Mt0 � t�3=8 : (9)It has been an old idea of Shutz [26℄ that from the waveforms and thefrequeny drifts one should be able to extrat the distane to the soure andthe hirp mass of the system.This idea has been reformulated [22�24℄ in the osmologial version bytaking into aount that in the observers' rest frame the frequeny is equalto fobs = f1+z and beause of time dilation dtobs = (1+ z) dt: Consequently,one an write:h(t) = MobsdL(z) (�Mobsfobs)2=3 exp0�i 2� tobsZ fobs(t0)dt01A� ; (10)where dL(z) is the luminosity distane to the soure andMobs = (1+z)M isthe observed value of the hirp mass. The seond equation (for the frequenydrift) reads aordingly:fobs(tobs) = 1�Mobs � 5256 Mobst0;obs � tobs�3=8 : (11)



Quintessene in Advaned Gravity Wave Experiments 3661Let us notie that the observed hirp mass is equal to the intrinsi hirpmass multiplied by (1+z) where z is the redshift of the soure. Observationsof binary pulsars 1913+16 and 1534+12 as well as X-ray observations havestrongly indiated that the mass distribution of NS in binaries is sharplypeaked around 1:4 M� [23℄. This oinidene suggests that natural forma-tion mehanisms are muh more restritive for NS masses than the limita-tions due to nulear equation of state. This suggestion is also supportedby the theoretial studies of supernova ore ollapse [27℄. Assuming equalmass binary this would mean that one an (in �rst approximation) take thedistribution of intrinsi hirp mass as P(M) � Æ(M� 1:2 M�): It is a veryfortunate irumstane in the ontext of potential utility of gravitationalwave observations. Namely, if one detets an event with a hirp mass sig-ni�antly exeeding the �anonial� value of 1:2 M� then this exess an betranslated into redshift of the soure z = Mobs1:2 M� � 1. Therefore, one seesthat the atalogues of inspiral events seen in gravitational wave experimentsontain the same information as optial redshift surveys of standard andles(like SN Ia). In fat the sharp mass distribution of NS makes NS�NS binariesthe e�etive �standard andles� of gravitational wave astronomy.The above disussion ontained the main ideas. In reality the situationis slightly more ompliated sine in pratie we should not expet atualwaveforms to be deteted. The gravitational wave detetion tehnique isessentially the extration of a very weak signal from the overwhelming de-tetor noise. Of ourse, the knowledge of expeted pattern of the waveform(the template) is ruial for the so alled mathed �ltering method, but thediret observable quantity (deiding of whether the signal is present or not)would be the so alled signal-to-noise ratio �: The gravity wave detetorwould register only those inspiral events for whih the signal-to-noise ratioexeeded ertain threshold value �0.For a given detetor and a soure the signal-to-noise ratio reads [25℄:�(z) = 8� r0dL(z) � M(z)1:2M��5=6 �(fmax) ; (12)where �(fmax) is a dimensionless funtion desribing the overlap of the signalwith detetor's bandwidth and r0 is a harateristi distane sale, depend-ing on detetor's sensitivity, given by the formula:r20 = r2g� 5132� � 2437 105�1=3 1Z0 (�rg�)2 df(�rg� f)7=3 Sh(f) ; (13)where rg� = GM�=2 is the gravitational radius for a solar mass objet,Sh(f) is the detetor's noise spetral power. For advaned LIGO detetors



3662 M. Biesiadar0 � 355 Mp: It has been argued that �(fmax) � 1 for LIGO/VIRGOinterferometers [22, 25℄. The relative orientation of the binary with respetto the detetor is desribed by the fator �. This ompliated quantityannot be measured nor assumed a priori. However, its probability densityaveraged over binaries and orientations has been alulated [25℄ and is givenby a simple formula:P�(�) = 5�(4��)3=256; if 0 < � < 4 ;P�(�) = 0; otherwise : (14)To onlude these general remarks: the observed signal-to-noise ratio �informs us about the luminosity distane dL(z) to the soure (in ombinationwithMobs) whereas the observed frequeny drift fobs(t) allows to disentanglethe observed hirp mass.Let us now assume that we have a atalogue (large enough to makestatistial inferene therefrom) of inspiral events for whih � and Mobs areknown. The question is what are the relevant observables from whih toextrat the information about the osmologial model of the Universe andhow sensitive they are with respet to the quintessential equation of state.The next two subsetions will be devoted to this question. In the �rst ofthem we will review reently published results [18℄ in the seond we willextend this disussion to more general ase of w dependent on redshift.3.1. Cosmi equation of state � onstant w modelsLet us denote by _n0 the loal binary oalesing rate per unit omov-ing volume. One an use �the best guess� for loal rate density _n0 �9:9 h 10�8 Mp�3yr�1 as inferred from the three observed binary pulsarsystems that will oalese in less than a Hubble time [28℄. Soure evolutionover sample is usually parametrized by multiplying the oalesene rate bya fator �(z) = (1 + z)D, i.e. _n = _n0 (1 + z)2 �(z) where the (1 + z)2 fatoraounts for the shrinking of volume with z and the time dilation of burstrate per unit time. In order to ontemplate the soure evolution e�ets it isworth notiing that the inspiral NS�NS binaries might be the progenitors ofthe Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs). The osmologial origin of GRBs has beenon�rmed sine disoveries of optial ounterpart of GRB 970228 [29℄ andthe measured emission-line redshift of z = 0:853 in GRB 970508 [30℄. It hasalso been known for quite a long time that osmologial time dilation e�etsin BATSE atalogue suggest that the dimmest soures should be loated atz � 2 [31℄. Consequently, several authors takled the question of soure evo-lution in the ontext of gamma-ray bursts. Early estimates of Dremer [32℄and Piran [33℄ indiated that BATSE data ould aommodate quite a largerange of soure density evolution (from moderate negative to positive one).



Quintessene in Advaned Gravity Wave Experiments 3663Later on Totani [34℄ onsidered the soure evolution e�ets and based hisalulations on the realisti models of the osmi star formation historyin the ontext of NS�NS binary mergers. Comparison of the results withBATSE brightness distribution revealed that the NS�NS merger senario ofGRBs naturally leads to the rate evolution with 2 � � � 2:5. In [18℄ thesoure evolution e�ets have been taken into aount. However, the NS�NS merger senario is by no means the unique explanation of gamma-raybursts. Reently, the so alled ollapsar model beame popular [35℄. Theidea that at least some of gamma-ray bursts are related to the deaths ofmassive stars is supported by the observations of afterglows in GRB 970228and GRB 980326 [36℄. Therefore, no spei� value of evolution exponent Dwas preferred but instead it has been illustrated how strongly and in whihdiretion does the soure evolution a�et our ability to disriminate betweendi�erent quintessential equations of state.The rate d _N(> �0)dz at whih we observe the inspiral events that originatein the redshift interval [z; z + dz℄ is given by:d _N(> �0)dz = _n01 + z �(z) 4�r(z)2 dr(z)dz C�(x) ; (15)where C�(x) = 1Rx P�(�)d� denotes the probability that given detetorregisters inspiral event at redshift zs with � > �0: The quantity C�(x) anbe alulated asC�(x) = (1 + x)(4 � x)4256 for 0 � x � 40 for ; x > 4 ; (16)where [37℄ x = 4hA(1 + z)7=6 �dA(z)H0 � (17)and A := 0:4733 � 8�0�� r0355 Mp� � M01:2 M��5=6 : (18)The method of extrating the osmologial parameters advoated byFinn and Cherno� [25℄ makes use of the redshift distribution of observedevents in a atalogue omposed of observations with the signal-to-noise ratiogreater than the threshold value �0: Therefore, it is important to �nd thisdistribution funtion for di�erent quintessene models. The formula for the



3664 M. Biesiadaexpeted distribution of observed events in the soure redshift an be easilyobtained from the equation (15):P (z;> �0) = 1_N(> �0) d _N (> �0)dz= 4�h _N (> �0) _n01 + z �(z) r(z)2H(z) C�(x) ; (19)where h denotes the dimensionless Hubble onstant (H0=h�100 km=sMp):In [18℄ the following osmologial models have been explored:(
0; 
Q) = f(0:2; 0:8); (0:3; 0:7); (0:4; 0:6)gwith the w oe�ient equal tow = f0;�0:2;�0:4;�0:6;�0:8;�1:gand evolutionary exponents: D = f�1:;�0:5; 0:; 0:5; 1g. Equations (15) and(19) have been integrated numerially.The results an be summarized in the following way [18℄:1. Di�erent quintessential osmologies (singled out by w parameter inthe equation of state) give negligibly small di�erenes in preditionsfor annual inspiral event rate to be observed by future interferometriexperiments.2. There exists similar degeneray in terms of osmologial models (la-beled by the value of 
0 and 
Q).3. The magnitudes of observed event rates for di�erent evolutionary ex-ponents D are learly distint, at least for the range of the Hubbleonstant suggested by independent osmologial evidene.4. There is a notieable di�erene in predited event redshift distributionfuntions P (z;> �0) for di�erent values of the osmi equation of statewithin given osmologial model (labeled by the values of 
0 and 
Q).5. The spread between di�erent osmologial models for a given quintes-sene equation of state is muh smaller.6. The spread of redshift distribution funtions attributed to evolutionarye�ets is also smaller than that aused by di�erenes in w and has aslightly di�erent harater. This may to some extent mimi the e�etof osmi equation of state, but it should in priniple be possible todisentangle � at least to a ertain degree from the omplementaryinformation about the detetion rates.



Quintessene in Advaned Gravity Wave Experiments 36653.2. Cosmi equation of state � more general modelsAs alluded to earlier (see the Introdution) if we think that the quintes-sene has its origins in the evolving salar �eld, it would be natural toexpet that w oe�ient should vary in time either, i.e. w = w(z): An ar-bitrary funtion w(z) an be Taylor expanded w(z) = P1i=0 wizi: Bearingin mind that both SN Ia surveys or gravitational wave observations of in-spiral events are able to probe the range of small and moderate redshiftsit is su�ient to explore �rst the linear order of this expansion. Suhpossibility w(z) = w0 + w1z has already been onsidered in the litera-ture [38, 39℄. Of ourse, more preise suggestions onerning admissibleranges of w0 and w1 ould ome from the knowledge of the ultimate model(e.g. the preise form of the salar �eld potential) underlying the quintes-sene. Unfortunately, suh a theory is not available, yet. Therefore, guidedby ases ontemplated in the literature [38, 39℄ we made the following as-sumptions �1:1 � w0 � �0:5 and �1:1 � w1 � 1:5: The formula (4) readsnow:H2(z) = H20 �
m (1 + z)3 +
Q (1 + z)3(1+w0�w1) exp(3w1z)� (20)and all subsequent formulae (5), (6), (15) and (19) are modi�ed aordingly.
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Fig. 1. Redshift distribution of observed events in the osmologial model with
0 = 0:3; 
Q = 0:7 for di�erent values of w0 and w1 oe�ients in the z varyingquintessential equation of state w(z) = w0 + w1z:



3666 M. BiesiadaThe results of numerial integration of the formula (19) for the quintes-sene with z�varying equation of state w(z) = w0+w1z are shown in �gure 1.Displayed four di�erent ombinations of w0 and w1 exhibit notieably dif-ferent redshift distribution funtions P (z;> �0). It is very promising as faras osmologial appliations of the gravitational wave experiments are on-erned. However, a loser inspetion of Fig.1 and analogous �gure obtainedin [18℄ for quintessene models with onstant w reveal that similar patternsas those obtained for di�erent ombinations of w0 and w1 an be reproduedin onstant w models. On one hand, it arries a quite obvious message thatmore detailed theoretial foundations of the quintessential Universe are de-sired. On the other hand, omplementary information obtained from otherstudies ould be helpful anyway. For example, let us for a moment supposethat we had a atalog of inspiraling events and that the best �t P (z;> �0)urve for this atalog is the upper urve of the �gure 1. It would meanthat either we have a varying w quintessential Universe with w0 = �1:1 andw1 = �1:1 or w = 0 in the ase of onstant w [18℄. However, the latter pos-sibility is already ruled out sine the onstraints from large sale strutureand osmi mirowave bakground anisotropies provided �1: � w < �0:6 asthe 95% on�dene interval estimates for onstant w models [40,41℄. In on-lusion, we may expet fasinating new opportunities for alternative tests ofosmologial models in general, and in the ontext of quintessene in par-tiular when the advaned gravitational wave experiments begin to load uswith the data. 4. ConlusionsDetermining the nature of the quintessene � the mysterious form of thedark energy whih ontributes to 70% of the matter-energy of the Universeand auses it to aelerate is one of the most important problems in modernosmology. Although, the literature onerning toy models qualitativelyreproduing the main features of the quintessene is abundant, theoretialguidane to its preise form is very poor. Therefore, we need additionalinspiration from observations. Probes of low redshift Universe (SN Ia) seemmore promising in this respet sine they are most sensitive to w betweenz � 0:2 and z � 2. The new lass of tests making use of atalogues ofinspiral events seen in gravitational wave detetors disussed in this paperwill be a valuable tool for determining the details of theoretial model of ourUniverse. The utility of these experiments lies in the fat that luminositydistanes dL(z) to the soures (extrated from the signal-to-noise ratios)and the redshifts z (extrated from the observed hirp masses) are diretobservables. Hene the perspetives of gravitational wave observations areindeed fasinating and go beyond studying the soures themselves but theyo�er possibilities to gain information about the Universe as a whole.
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